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Abstract. Following the unprecedented results in terms of performances delivered by the first light adaptive
optics system at the Large Binocular Telescope, there has been a wide-spread and increasing interest on
the pyramid wavefront sensor (PWFS), which is the key component, together with the adaptive secondary mirror,
of the adaptive optics (AO) module. Currently, there is no straightforward way to model a PWFS in standard
sequential ray-tracing software. Commonmodeling strategies tend to be user-specific and, in general, are unsat-
isfactory for general applications. To address this problem, we have developed an approach to PWFS modeling
based on user-defined surface (UDS), whose properties reside in a specific code written in C language, for the
ray-tracing software ZEMAX™. With our approach, the pyramid optical component is implemented as a standard
surface in ZEMAX™, exploiting its dynamic link library (DLL) conversion then greatly simplifying ray tracing and
analysis. We have utilized the pyramid UDS DLL surface—referred to as pyramidal acronyms may be too risky
(PAM2R)—in order to design the current PWFS-based AO system for the Giant Magellan Telescope, evaluating
tolerances, with particular attention to the angular sensitivities, by means of sequential ray-tracing tools only,
thus verifying PAM2R reliability and robustness. This work indicates that PAM2R makes the design of PWFS as
simple as that of other optical standard components. This is particularly suitable with the advent of the extremely
large telescopes era for which complexity is definitely one of the main challenges. © 2016 Society of Photo-Optical

Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JATIS.2.2.028001]
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1 Introduction
Modeling pyramid wavefront sensors (PWFSs) is complicated
in sequential ray-tracing software due to the geometry of its
main optical component: the pyramid. For wavefront sensing
purposes, typically the vertex of a four surfaces’ refractive pyra-
mid is located in a focal plane as introduced for the first time by
Ragazzoni.1 It can also consist of a double (or even multiple)
refractive pyramid, as presented by Diolaiti et al.2 and Tozzi
et al.,3 with the second pyramidal surfaces introduced mainly
in order to simplify the pyramid manufacturability and to reduce
chromatic effects in broad band applications. Moreover, it can
also consist of a reflective pyramidal surface as proposed by
Wang et al.4 Despite being 20 years from its first application in
a single-conjugated adaptive optics (AO) mode at Telescopio
Nazionale Galileo5 and 10 years from its first application into
a multiconjugated AO mode at the Very Large Telescope6

(VLT), only recently have the advantages of PWFS been largely
accepted by the AO community thanks to the unprecedented
results obtained by the first light adaptive optics (FLAO).7

In synthesis, through the efforts of more than a generation of
astronomers working on this subject at the Large Binocular
Telescope, PWFS operates nowadays on big AO facilities far
from Arizona, e.g., MagAO8 and SCExAO,9 and it has been
proposed for a third generation VLT instrument as well.10

The properties of this sensor in terms of dynamic range, sen-
sitivity, and linearity have been the subject of decadal research in

optics, and they have been resumed by Guyon11 in one of his
synoptic papers. In his essay, the PWFS distinguishes itself
in the wavefront sensors landscape for two main properties:
(1) its ability to provide an accurate knowledge of the wavefront
for different seeing conditions by varying its so-called modula-
tion angle and (2) its enhanced sensitivity (at the expense of a
reduced linearity between wavefront measurement and incom-
ing phase signal) in closed loop operation12 and beyond pupil
spatial frequencies higher than the adopted modulation angle.13

This is why today this sensor is a prime actor in AO systems
design for the 30 m class telescopes and beyond.

However, so far, ray tracing of a pyramidal surface represent-
ing the PWFS has been addressed with different methods, but
none of these fulfills the goal of a complete consistency with
true PWFS layouts. These methods, in fact, address only
some aspects of the propagation throughout a pyramidal optic,
not the whole set, which limits the realm of applications of such
kinds of modeling. For example, in the ray-tracing software
ZEMAX™, a dioptric pyramidal surface is feasible exploiting
four prismatic surfaces in the multiconfigurations mode, or
using a unique nonsequential object mimicking the pyramidal
surface itself. However, the multiconfiguration approach may
be useful for the geometrical design. Instead, any attempt of
a physical optical propagation will be meaningless in this
case just because it is incompatible with the multiconfiguration
tool. On the contrary, the use of a nonsequential object to define
a pyramidal surface allows exploiting the physical propagation
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tool, which is useful to look, e.g., at the diffraction effects
throughout a pyramidal optic. But it may become unphysical
because a nonsequential surface is represented—generally in
ray-tracing software—by a large number of discrete compo-
nents. Depending on the adopted spatial sampling, the incoming
beam may then not hit any of these, degrading the accuracy of
the Fourier transforms used to retrieve the phase map along the
optical path. Nevertheless, exploiting a nonsequential surface
makes sensitivity analyses definitely complex and difficult to
cross-check with true PWFS layouts, complicating the require-
ments analysis before the manufacturing of the final pyramidal
optic, the core of this type of wavefront sensor.

To this aim, we have developed a user-defined dynamic link
library (DLL) surface written in C, and working as the standard
surface of the ray-tracing software ZEMAX™. The pyramid
vertex and edges are accounted for in the code with explicit
rules of propagation, and they are considered without any wide-
ness just to perform the propagation through an ideal pyramidal
surface. Consistency checks, based on ray-propagation statis-
tics, certify that our recipe deals with the vertex and edges in
a way compliant with refraction/reflection propagation rules
once large numbers of rays are running in the ray-tracing soft-
ware. This user-defined surface (UDS) DLL surface—named
PAM2R, which stands for pyramidal acronyms may be too
risky—is defined by an independent set of parameters explicit
to the user. This method permits the user to both (1) manage the
pyramidal surface during the ray-tracing modeling, allowing
control of the whole set of dependent parameters and (2) lower
error propagation, which is of benefit to any subsequent
sensitivity analyses. We tested PAM2R to model the Giant
Magellan Telescope (GMT) PWFS,14 obtaining the required
sensitivities for its pyramidal optics by ray-tracing software sim-
ulations only, as is possible for other standard optical surfaces
in ZEMAX™.

2 Algorithms Defining Surface Rendering
and Ray Tracing with PAM2R

Scalar quantities are set in lower case, no bold, and vector
quantities in lower case, bold. Angular quantities are set with
italic font, upper case, no bold. Symbol | is a scalar product,
symbol × is a vector product, and the symbol | | is a vector
modulus. The Euclidean space has its origin at the pyramid ver-
tex o. The adopted coordinates reference frame has its origin
at this point and follows a counterclockwise rotation rule. In
this reference frame, a ray is defined by the following set of
parameters:

• its position coordinates the z ¼ 0 plane: r0 ¼ ðx0; y0; 0Þ,
• its direction cosines vector: e ¼ ½l; m; ð1 − l2 þm2Þ1∕2�,

which in turn are linked to the ray field angles by the
following relations: tanðαÞ ¼ l∕n; tanðβÞ ¼ m∕n,

• the equation linking the position coordinates at the pyra-
mid surface with the ones at the z ¼ 0 plane: r ¼ r0 þ te,
where t is the distance between the position of the ray at
the z ¼ 0 plane and the position of the ray at the pyrami-
dal optic surface.

2.1 Pyramidal Surface Parameterization

The surface parameterization lies upon the definition of the first
face (see Fig. 1) by the following steps:

1. rotation of z ¼ 0 plane around the −j unitary vector of
an angle B1 within (−π∕2, π∕2);

2. definition of the semiplane containing such face in
the x > 0 subspace;

3. definition of the intersection line between this semi-
plane and the y ¼ 0 plane, identified by the line uni-
tary vector q1, which is oriented from the edge to the
vertex of the pyramid;

4. rotation of the semiplane around unitary vector q1 of
a tilt angle T1 within (−π∕2, π∕2).

Definitions of faces 2, 3, and 4 uses the same procedure of
face 1 according to Table 1.

2.2 Computation of the Unitary Vectors Shaping
the Pyramidal Surface

The equation of a plane lies on the unitary vector orthogonal to
the plane (a.k.a. normal) and on a single point standing on the
plane. We define n as the normal to a plane containing a face of
the pyramidal surface. Referring to Fig. 1, it is easy to define the
normal to face 1 as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;326;310n1 ¼ ½− sin B1; 0; cos B1�; (1)

and the line unitary vector q1 can be defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;326;268q1 ¼ ½− cos B1; 0;− sin B1�: (2)

A rotation around q1 of an angle T1 implies a modification of
the components of n1 as

Fig. 1 Synopsis of the pyramidal surface parametrization.

Table 1 Pyramidal surface faces definition.

Pyramid
face
number

Unitary
vector
rotation

Face
subspace

Useful
crossing
plane

Line
unitary
vector

1 −j x > 0 y ¼ 0 q1

2 þi y > 0 x ¼ 0 q2

3 þj x < 0 y ¼ 0 q3

4 −i y < 0 x ¼ 0 q4
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;63;752n1 ¼ ½− sin B1 cos T1; sin T1; cos B1 cos T1�; (3)

and for the other faces, it turns
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;63;719

n2 ¼ ½− sin T2;− sin B2 cos T2; cos B2 cos T2�;
n3 ¼ ½sin B3 cos T3;− sin T3; cos B3 cos T3�;
n4 ¼ ½sin T4; sin B4 cos T4; cos B4 cos T4�: (4)

We name base angles set ½B1; B2; B3; B4� and tilt angles set
½T1; T2; T3; T4�. Each component of the first set fixes the angle
of each face with respect to the pyramid base, while each
component of the second set fixes the orientation of each
face with respect to its corresponding component of the tensor
½q1; q2; q3; q4�.

2.3 Computation of the Unitary Vectors Defining
the Pyramid Surface Edges and Faces

We define as an edge the intersection between the planes con-
taining two faces. Hence, an edge is simultaneously orthogonal
to the normal vectors of the two faces. This means that the edge
line is along the direction defined by the vector product between
the normal vectors of such faces. According to Fig. 2, face 1 is
limited by the edge with face 4 on one side and the edge with
face 2 to the other side. We then define sA and sB as the unitary
vector of the edges limiting face 1 with the origin in the pyrami-
dal surface vertex and direction toward the pyramidal surface
base as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;63;440sA ¼ n4 × n1
jn4 × n1j

; sB ¼ n1 × n2
jn1 × n2j

: (5)

Equivalently, the remaining unitary vectors sC and sD can be
written as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;63;376sC ¼ n2 × n3
jn2 × n3j

; sD ¼ n3 × n4
jn3 × n4j

: (6)

2.4 Intersection Point of a Ray with a Face and
Membership of this Point with Such Face

The equation of a plane is defined by exploiting the vector
orthogonal to such a plane and one point belonging to the
plane. Thus, n1 being the normal to face 1, the equation of
the plane containing face 1 is

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e007;326;752rjn1 ¼ 0; (7)

and combining this last one with the equation of the ray, we have

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e008;326;719r ¼ r0 −
r0jn1
ejn1

e: (8)

Equation (8) fixes the intersection point of the ray at the
pyramidal surface as a function of input parameters. The com-
putation of the direction cosines output from the pyramidal
surface is finally achievable by applying Snell’s refractive/
reflective rule between each component of vector e and n1 at
the intersection point r. (Note that the above formalism is
valid only when the ray and the plane containing the face are
not parallel to each other.) Nevertheless, in the plane containing
face 1, unitary vectors sA and sB form a nonorthogonal base
proper to the bidimensional space affine to face 1 having an ori-
gin at o.

Vector r can then be written as a linear combination of vec-
tors sA and sB with position coordinates γ and δ as follows
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e009;326;537

γ ¼ rjsA − ðrjsBÞðsAjsBÞ
1 − ðsAjsBÞ2

;

δ ¼ rjsB − ðrjsAÞðsAjsBÞ
1 − ðsAjsBÞ2

: (9)

Hence, the intersection point of the ray belongs to the sub-
space corresponding to face 1, if and only if γ and δ are both
positive. The same procedure applies to the other faces. This
condition allows PAM2R to propagate rays within the pyramidal
surface. Similar equations govern the intersection point between
a ray and the other faces of the pyramidal surface.

Finally, as a general remark, it is important to stress that
propagation throughout an optical system loading PAM2R is
allowed only if this surface is defined after the position of
the aperture stop. This is due to the need of ZEMAX™ to
trace the field center chief ray, from object space to aperture
stop center. In this respect, PAM2R is not different from any
nonsequential component inserted within a sequential design
obtained with this software.

3 Implementation of PAM2R in ZEMAX™ as
User-Defined Surface Dynamic Link Library
Surface

PAM2R is implemented as a UDS surface exploiting a DLL file
developed from the mathematical approach described in Sec. 2
by using the coding conventions described in the ZEMAX™
manual, following the example file: usersurface.c. In
detail, for each ray, which is defined by its direction cosines
and position vectors at the z ¼ 0 plane, PAM2R evaluates the
position vector r on the pyramidal surface. Thus, the pyramidal
surface base and tilt angles fix the pyramid geometry.

At the software graphical user interface (GUI), PAM2R exhib-
its parameters both in the lens data editor (LDE) and in the extra
data editor (EDE). In the LDE GUI, aside from typical parameters
proper to the surfaces, PAM2R allows indicating the four base
angles in degrees named: B1, B2, B3, and B4. In the EDE
GUI, height extra parameters permit to further customize the
pyramidal surface: dB1, dB2, dB3, dB4, dT1, dT2, dT3, dT4.
PAM2R independently operates on each element of both base
angles and tilt angles sets. Specifically, from angle dB1 to
angle dB4, PAM2R allows introducing errors on the pyramid

Fig. 2 Scheme useful to the definition of the edges’ unitary vectors sA
and sB for face 1.
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base angles set, letting their actual values become B1 + dB1, B2
+ dB2, B3 + dB3, and B4 + dB4. Figure 3 shows a setting for
base angle deviations from nominal values in degree units, which
is as follows: ½dB1; dB2; dB3; dB4� ¼ ½0;0; 10;0�. Four further
parameters—dT1, dT2, dT3, and dT4—fix the variation of the
tilt angles, whose referring values T1, T2, T3, and T4 are set
equal to 0. The same figure shows a setting for tilt angle devia-
tions from nominal values in degree units, which is as follows:
½dT1; dT2; dT3; dT4� ¼ ½0;0; 0;10�.

PAM2R has been tested on Radiant ZEMAX™ 13 Release 2
SP6 Professional and on Radiant OpticStudio™ 15.5
Professional, both for 64 bit WINDOWS™ platforms. Details
can be found in Ref. 15.

4 Sensitivity Analysis of the Pyramid
Wavefront Sensor Baseline Design for
the Giant Magellan Telescope Adaptive
Optics System with PAM2R

The GMT is a 25.4-m-diameter ground-based telescope having a
Gregorian optical design. Its primary mirror is composed of
seven monolithic mirrors 8.4-m-diameter wide, and shaped
on a hexagonal lattice. Currently under construction on Cerro
Las Campanas in northern Chile, GMT is one of the world’s
few extremely large telescopes of the next decade. Its AO system
will provide three observing modes using different wavefront
sensing approaches to balance turbulence compensation with
sky coverage and field of view.16 Specifically, its single-conju-
gated natural guide star AO system is a complex PWFS layout
made of two distinct channels. The first (fast tracking sensor) is
aimed at the adaptive compensation of the atmospheric turbu-
lence and the residual dynamical telescopes aberrations. The
second (slow tracking sensor) is aimed at the compensation
of the relative piston among primary mirror segments.14 As
shown in Fig. 4, both the fast tracking wavefront sensor
(after reflection with the beam splitter first surface) and slow
tracking wavefront sensor (after transmission through the
beam splitter) are identical and shaped with a double-glass
pyramidal optic. A sensitivity analysis of the whole set of shap-
ing angles of the two GMT PWFS pyramidal optics was con-
sidered essential during the design phase in order to fix all the
required angular constraints before production of any witness
sample. In general, sensitivity analysis is important to define
a production strategy respecting a given error budget. Thus,
the error budget establishes the main constraints the lens
maker should respect before realizing the final product, match-
ing the required specifications. To this aim, the main term of the
error budget for a PWFS lies upon the variation of the distance

Fig. 3 (a) Perfect pyramidal surface; (b) imperfect pyramidal surface showing 10 deg error of the base
angle on its lower face; (c) imperfect pyramidal surface showing 10 deg error of the tilt angle on its right
face.

Fig. 4 Rendering of the GMT natural guide star PWFS system. Colors
are field of views. The input beam starts top-right from a pick-up mirror
which bends the beam inside the atmospheric diffraction compensator
module shown at top-center. This optical element works within a colli-
mated beam, provided by a suitable lens adopted as collimator.
Telecentricity downstream is restored by using such lens inversely.
Telecentricity in turn is essential, for FLAO-like PWFS designs, to
let the AO bench selecting its reference star through rigid movements
only and provided by a dual-axis mechanical stage screwed to the
bench at its bottom. Another pick-up mirror bends the beam toward
a focusing lens, providing two distinct focus at the vertex of a couple
of double-glass pyramidal optic, separated by a beam-splitter shown
by a red color. This optics divides the fast tracking wavefront sensor to
the slow tracking wavefront sensor. The fast tracking wavefront
sensor receives reflected light from the beam splitter, while the slow
tracking wavefront sensor receives light in transmission from the
beam splitter. The K -shaped catoptric unit before the beam splitter
allows restoring the pupil-stabilized mode, which in turn is essential
for AO. These two PWFS have a double-glass pyramidal optic with
the first surface base angles all equal 30.000 deg and the second
surface base angles all equal 28.384 deg.
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among reimaged pupils’ centers, which in turn depends directly
on the pyramidal optics constructive angles.

Thanks to the experience achieved with the FLAO PWFS,
the control loop performance degradation induced by a pupil
shift smaller than 0.1 subaperture has been recognized to be
not significant. This requirement has been adopted during the
GMT PWFS simulations also, confirming that good control
loop performances are achievable for this AO system as well.
In terms of AO sampling, this performance requirement corre-
sponds to a pupil shift that equals 0.11% of the GMT telescope
one. If no rebinning is applied to the wavefront sensor pupils’
image, this requirement corresponds to 0.1 detector pixel. With
this number in mind, a detailed tolerance analysis has been made

for this glass pyramidal optic, highlighting sensitivities with
respect to its constructive errors: (1) base angle per pyramid
face, (2) tilt angle per pyramid face, (3) maximum wedge
angle error between adjacent pyramidal optics, (4) maximum
coregistration error between adjacent pyramidal optics, and
(5) maximum variations of refraction index and Abbe number
for the glasses (N-SK11 and N-PSK53A) shaping this
double-glass pyramidal optic. Sensitivities obtained were as
follows: (1) 0.202 micron∕arc sec, (2) 0.172 micron∕arc sec,
(3) 0.0463 micron∕arc sec, (4) 15 micron∕mm, and (5) refrac-
tion index and Abbe number precisions equal to 0.0002 and
0.003, respectively. These sensitivities have been broken down
into an error budget, sorting out the maximum base and tilt

Fig. 5 Four pupils reimaging at the GMT PWFS image plane. Pupils shape respects the one of the GMT
entrance pupil shape. The square side is in microns and corresponds to 240 pixels (with size equals
0.024 mm). Pupils have linear size equal to 92 pixels and distance between centers equal to 132 pixels
side.

Fig. 6 Example of a manufacturing error (0.5 deg) of one of the four base angles proper to the first
pyramidal surface shaping the GMT PWFS and acting on the top-right (red color) pupil. The square
side is in microns and corresponds to 132 pixels. Reimaged pupils setup is the same of Fig. 5.
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angles’ error, per pyramid face, matching the global perfor-
mance requirement of 0.1 subaperture maximum pupil shift.
This value returns 2 arc sec (5.6 × 10−4 deg) both for base and
tilt angles, per pyramid face. Though this angular constructive
specification is challenging, it depends on the nominal values
selected for the base angles of this kind of optic. Aware of
this, the nominal base angles of the GMT PWFS have been
selected to be as close as possible to the ones of the FLAO
PWFS, whose as-built optics has been manufactured and pol-
ished with standard techniques.

The corresponding performance degradation of the pupil
shift position is presented by Figs. 5–7, where the ideal case,
the maximum tolerated base angle, and the maximum tolerated
tilt angle cases are shown in this order. PAM2R allows this kind
of sensitivity analysis just because both base and tilt angles,
together with the thickness and the glass type, form the indepen-
dent set of parameters defining each single sequential pyramidal
surface in ZEMAX™. In this way, angular constructive toleran-
ces are achievable by ray tracing only.

5 Conclusions
This paper describes a user-defined DLL surface named
PAM2R. Its source code is procedural and written in C. Its out-
put is the optical beam propagation throughout a pyramidal sur-
face. We exploited PAM2R to (1) design the GTM AO PWFS
system and (2) obtain the required sensitivities for the construc-
tive angles of its pyramidal optics, hence demonstrating its reli-
ability and robustness. PAM2R represents the tool to design
PWFSs, as is commonly done for other wavefront sensor types.
This will benefit AO system designs, especially in the case of
extremely large telescopes, where this sensor is expected to be
highly competitive.17,18
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